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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To assess the dietary intake and body composition of recreational and
competitive female athletes, for the purpose of analyzing the relationships between
macronutrient intake and body composition.. The main aim was to determine the
relationship between caloric intake, carbohydrate (CHO) intake and protein intake with
body fat percentage in active females. Methods: Using an IRB approved protocol, 44
volunteer female recreational and competitive athletes 18 years of age or older were
recruited. Interviews were conducted to gather information on within day energy balance
by assessing the time and amount of foods/beverages consumed, and the duration and
intensity (using a Rating of Perceived Exertion scale) of activity performed on the day of
assessment. All analyses were performed using Nutritiming™ (Calorie and Pulse
Technologies, Atlanta, GA) to assess energy surpluses, energy deficits, and end of day
energy balance. Information on date of birth, race/ethnicity, menstrual status, sleep and
wake times, and prior diagnoses of metabolic disease and/or eating disorders were
collected at the time of the interview. Height was assessed using a standard stadiometer.
Weight and body composition were assessed via Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA)
using InBody 230 (BioSpace Co. USA). The BIA assessment was performed to
determine body fat percentage, Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR), Body Mass Index (BMI),
segmental body composition, and fat and lean mass in kilograms. Nutrient data were
derived using an interviewer-led, 24-hour recall. Results: CHO intake/kg total mass was
significantly and inversely correlated with body fat percentage and BMI, (p=0.018 and
p=0.001 respectively). Protein intake/kg total mass was also inversely and significantly
correlated with body fat percentage (p=0.006). Fat intake was not significantly
associated with BMI, body fat percent, or lean mass in kilograms. Total energy intake/kg
total mass was inversely associated with BMI (p=0.001), with fat mass (p=0.001), and
with body fat percentage, (p=0.001). CHO intake/kg total mass was positively associated
with the total number of hours spent in an anabolic (i.e., EB>0) state (p=0.001), and was
inversely associated with the total number of hours spent in a catabolic (i.e., EB < 0) state
(p=0.001). CHO intake/kg total mass was the only substrate to be significantly correlated
with the number of hours spent ± 400 kcal EB over a 24 hour period (p=0.001). Z-scores
were created to establish categories of body composition and energy balance values.
Utilizing Chi-Square tests, it was determined that more hours spent in an energy surplus
(> 400kcal) was associated with higher body fat percent (p=0.042). Conclusions: CHO
restriction, whether done intentionally or as a function of an energy restrictive intake, was
commonly observed in this subject pool. Of the females surveyed, 79% did not meet
their daily energy needs and, on average, consumed 49% of the recommended daily
intake of CHO established for active people. The findings that subjects with lower CHO
intakes had higher body fat levels, and that CHO was associated with improved
maintenance of energy balance, which was also associated with lower body fat percent,
suggest that physically active women should not restrict CHO to achieve a desired body
composition. It was also observed that end-of-day energy balance was not associated with
either energy substrate consumption or body composition.
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DEFINITIONS
Anabolic

Metabolic state that requires energy to construct
smaller molecules for cell growth and development.
Energy Balance value that signifies time spent
between +1 and +400 calories.

ATP

A coenzyme used as an energy carrier in the cells
of all known organisms.

BIA

Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis is a method of
estimating body composition via electrical currents.

BODPOD

Known as air displacement plethysmography.
Subjects enter a sealed chamber that measures their
body volume through the displacement of air in the
chamber. Body volume is combined with body
mass in order to determine body density. The
technique then estimates the percentage of body fat
and lean body mass through known equations (for
the density of fat and fat free mass)

Catabolic

Metabolic state that breaks down molecules into
smaller units and releases energy,

Cortisol

A steroid hormone that is produced by the adrenal
gland. It is released in times of stress and acts to
increase blood glucose via Gluconeogenesis.

Drive for Muscularity

The desire for a muscular physique at the at any
cost which can lead to distorted body image and
disordered eating.

Drive for Thinness

The desire for a thin physique at any cost which can
lead to distorted body image and disordered eating.

End Day Energy Balance

Total calories consumed less total calories
expended in a 24 hour time span.

Energy Balance

Calories consumed less calories expended.

x

Female Athlete Triad

A syndrome in female athletes that is characterized
by disordered eating, amenorrhea and decreased
bone mineral density.

Gluconeogenesis (GNG)

The metabolic pathway that generates carbohydrate
from non-carbohydrate sources.

Macronutrient

The major organic nutrients (carbohydrate, protein
and fat) needed for metabolism in living organisms.

Nutritiming™

Nutrition software used to calculate energy balance,
macro and micro nutrients.

Optimal Energy Balance

The concept of energy balance that is characterized
by energy intake and energy expenditure staying
between ±400 calories.

Percent Body Fat

The ratio of adipose (fat) tissue to total body
weight.
Resting Energy Expenditure(REE) The term used when resting metabolic rate is
extrapolated to units of kcal/24 hours.
SREBP-1

A membrane-bound transcription factor that
regulates the expression of genes involved in the
metabolism of cholesterol, fatty acids, triglycerides,
phospholipids and low density lipoproteins.

Triglycerides

An ester derived from glycerol and three fatty
acids. Dietary fat is categorized as triglycerides.

°VO2max

The maximal amount of oxygen an individual can
utilize during intense or maximal exercise.

Within Day Energy Balance

The energy balance concept that energy expended
is matched with the proper caloric intake at proper
intervals throughout a 24 hour period.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

There is a long-standing debate regarding the role of macronutrient distribution in the diet
and how it may or may not affect body composition and athletic performance. The
popularization of low carbohydrate/ high protein diets, low fats diets, and everything
from equal distribution of macronutrients to the restriction of an entire macronutrient
raises the question of efficacy of intended outcomes in an athletic population. It is clear
that any type of controlled and monitored diet in an obese population will yield a positive
result whether physically significant, statistically significant or both. Experts tout the
advantages of varying macronutrient distribution for one reason or another; however,
their conflicting opinions make it difficult to discern factual findings from theories.
Whether it is a high protein or low-fat diet, there seems to be a lack of nutrient balance in
the diet and more emphasis is placed on restriction rather than nutrition. Our society
lacks the understanding of proper nutrition as evidenced by the current obesity epidemic
(Benjamin, 2010). This confusion is only accelerated by the latest diet craze being touted
by celebrities and famed medical professionals. Athletes looking for an edge in
competition can easily fall victim to the claims of a certain eating pattern and can
unintentionally cause more harm than good.
The concept of an ‘ideal weight’ as a measure of ability or performance may not be a
valid metric because this non-precise measure tells little about the health status or ability
of an athlete.

Body composition measures (i.e., body fat percentage, lean mass, fat
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mass, etc.) paint a more accurate picture of tissue ratios; therefore, body composition
markers could be seen as a better indicator of athletic capacity. Macronutrient
composition of the diet in exercising individuals has been studied in order to glean
information in regards to glycogen repletion and sub-maximal effort; however, body
composition and nutritional status have seldom been studied on a large scale. There
have been several trials conducted on macronutrient distribution and weight loss, but few
have looked at macronutrient distribution and body composition alternations among
active individuals. Weight loss is certainly warranted in certain scenarios with athletes,
but changes in body composition, (i.e., the loss of fat and the gain of lean mass), may be
more beneficial whether it be an obese individual or an athlete because of the metabolic
impact of the changed tissue. Weight loss techniques are not always focused on building
muscle or power instead the aim is to lose weight at any cost. While many studies
include the use of rats, those studies that have included human subjects have widely been
done with overweight and obese populations . Diet alterations that are conducted on an
obese population will typically yield a positive result with significance because there is
such drastic room for improvement. There is a lack of studies on physically active
individuals where diet composition and metabolic or body composition changes are
assessed.
When dealing with the female athlete it is important to recognize that perceived body
image not only drives their desire to win, but it also drives their motivation to eat or
restrict eating. The Drive for Thinness (DFT) or for muscularity may exceed to their
actual athletic performance or drive to win. While this thesis research does not explore
the psychological aspects of eating, it is important to note that women are typically
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driven by body image and a quest for the ‘right’ body image which can impact their diet
and exercise behaviors (Mosewich, Vangool, Kowalski, & McHugh, 2009). The intent
of this research is to explore whether macronutrient distribution directly affects body
composition, as well as what dietary factors may impact energy balance. In the age of
low carbohydrate, high protein diets the question remains, do they work and furthermore
do they work in a population that performs a high volume of exercise? This research
attempts to explain any relationships between carbohydrate intake and body composition
in female athletes. The concept of energy balance, that is, whether the total caloric intake
is commensurate with energy expenditure will also be explored in order to validate
whether macronutrient composition of the diet impacts body composition.
The macronutrient guidelines for athletes according to the American Dietetic Association
(ADA), the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and the Dietitians of Canada
(DC), are broad in order to capture the majority of athletes which makes it difficult for
athletes to know what they should be consuming for their sport. However, knowing that
carbohydrate is the most readily available fuel source for creating Adenosine
Triphosphate (ATP) which fuels skeletal muscle, as well as maintains proper blood
glucose levels, we hypothesize that carbohydrate restrictive eating patterns and higher
than recommended protein will lead to higher body fat percentages in female athletes.
By analyzing the diets of female athletes of varying sports, we will attempt to better
understand if the distribution of macronutrients and total caloric intake is at all related to
anthropometric measures. The main aim of this thesis research will be to assess whether
there is a correlation between lowered energy intake, lowered carbohydrate intake and/or
increased protein intake and body fat percentage. We hypothesize that female athletes
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that restrict CHO, restrict total energy intake, and consume larger than recommended
protein intake will have increased body fat percent.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Current Nutrient Recommendations for Athletes
It is evident that a balanced diet for athletes is crucial to their athletic performance,
training, recovery, and immune health. For example, Ray and Fowler (2004)
recommended that increased carbohydrate consumption in college football players is
needed to fuel strenuously taxed muscles; with 60 to 70% of total calories coming from
bread, cereal, rice, pasta, fruit, vegetables, and low-fat dairy products (about 2/3 of the
plate at each meal).” It is the position of the ADA, ACSM, and the DC (2009), that the
energy intake of athletes be commensurate with the type of exercise they perform. It is
their position that lowered energy intakes compromise performance by inducing early onset fatigue which can lead to greater susceptibility to injury with potentially longer
recovery times. Moreover, the athlete’s muscle can also be depleted of substrates in
order to supply the body with needed energy. An athlete would not want to compromise
muscle mass because muscle maintains power and performance for their sport.
Therefore, protein sparing based on proper energy intake is vital for the maintenance of
lean muscle mass. According to Burke and colleagues (2001), studies have shown that
most athletes do not meet the recommended daily intakes for carbohydrate consumption.
It has also been noted that female endurance athletes have a tendency to restrict calories
in order to maintain lean body mass (Burke, et al., 2001).
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It is the position of the ACSM, ADA and the DC, that body fat percentage
recommendations for athletes be a range of values because the measurement instruments
(Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA), Dual X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA), air
displacement plethysmography (BODPOD) , and skin folds) all have varying margins of
error. Females athletes shown to have the lowest body fat percentages (6%-15%),
typically engage in sports such as bodybuilding, cycling, running, and triathlons, while
higher body fat percentages (10%-20%) are seen in such sports as swimming, tennis,
skiing, volleyball, racquetball and soccer (Rodriguez, et al., 2009). It is also noted that
12% body fat in females is considered essential for optimal health.
Recommendations for macronutrient distribution vary by sport. However, the ADA,
ACSM and DC recommend 6-10 grams of carbohydrate per kilogram of body weight per
day, 1.2-1.7g of protein per kilogram of body weight per day and fat should range from
20%-35% of total energy intake (Rodriguez, et al., 2009). Carbohydrate metabolism is
central to maintaining proper blood glucose via the activation of the hormones insulin
and glucagon (Benardot, 2006). The proper maintenance of blood glucose can also
attenuate catabolic hormones such as epinephrine and cortisol thus potentially sparing
amino acids being catabolized to fuel working muscle (Benardot, 2006). The main
source of glucose circulating in the blood is dietary carbohydrate. Therefore, a strong
argument can be made that proper carbohydrate intake can assist in preserving lean
muscle tissue, as well as keep the central nervous system fueled in times of low blood
glucose. Glucose is stored as glycogen in the muscles to provide energy to the working
muscles while liver glycogen is utilized to stabilize blood sugar. Based on research
conducted by Deutz et al. (2000) , the greater the muscle mass of the athlete, the larger
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the potential glycogen storage capacity of the muscle. However, it should be noted that
increased muscle mass would also elicit greater need for glycogen. Studies have also
shown that increased muscle glycogen may not reduce fatigue if liver glycogen is
depleted (Benardot, 2006).
Haff et al. (2000) found that the supplementation of carbohydrates prior to and during
exercise bouts allowed for prolonged exercise duration, as well as improved work output.
They attributed these improvements to increased blood glucose levels which potentially
spared glycogen reserves. A recent study by Gant et al. (2010) concluded that that the
mere presence of carbohydrate in the mouth can stimulate increased voluntary motor
response, as well as the activation of various areas of the brain to reduce fatigue. Coggan
and Coyle (1991) reported fatigue due to prolonged exercise is attributed to a
combination of glycogen depletion and hypoglycemia. An athlete’s energy intake
coupled with their energy expenditure will determine their blood glucose concentration,
glycogen reserves, glycogen utilization rate, and in turn affect their work output. It is
imperative that an athlete stay in energy balance not only to maintain blood glucose
levels, spare glycogen stores, and attenuate fatigue, but to spare lean muscle mass as well.
Protein Sparing
The potential protein sparing effect of carbohydrate and proper caloric intake results in
the maintenance of lean muscle tissue. Lean muscle mass is crucial to athletic
performance as it relates to speed, power and endurance. Friedlander and colleagues
(2005) studied the practice of calorie restrictive diets and its effects on lean muscle mass.
They found after three weeks of a calorie restrictive diet in endurance cyclists, basal
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metabolic rate had declined an average of 200 calories and a negative nitrogen balance of
3.0/g/day was observed indicating a loss of lean muscle mass. In a study of 42 elite
gymnasts and runners, Deutz et al. (2000) found that chronic energy deficit was
correlated to higher body fat percentages. The deficit in calories altered the within day
energy balance of the athletes and possibly lowered Resting Energy Expenditure (REE)
thus affecting body composition (Deutz, et al., 2000). Another significant observation of
this study was that both aerobic and anaerobic athletes were affected by the lowered REE
and body composition alterations related to decreased energy intake.
Burke et al. (2001) observed that female athletes, namely endurance athletes, engage in
periodic or chronic restriction of total energy intake in an effort to further reduce or
maintain low levels of body fat. They concluded female athletes have a difficult time
achieving recommended levels of carbohydrate intake due to energy restrictive behaviors
(Burke, et al., 2001).

In a study conducted by Muller et al. (2009) both male and

female collegiate athletes were studied to determine potential differences within the
gender groups in regards to supplement use and techniques used to modify body
appearance. The study concluded that female athletes were more likely to engage in
energy restrictive behaviors and consume weight loss supplements in order to control
body fat and appearance. Females in the study believed that weighing less and have less
body fat would enhance their athletic performance and their self-image. While this study
looked at behaviors associated with perceived fat loss it did not attempt to correlate these
behavior patterns with actual body composition.
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Perceived Body Image
Women, whether athletes or non-athletes, struggle with body acceptance and appearance.
A focus group conducted by Mosewich et al. (2009) at the University of Saskatchewan
attempted to define what the ideal muscularity was among female track and field athletes.
They found a complex and individual definition emerge for each woman who participated
in the study. It seems that societal norms coupled with the demands of competitive sports
leave female athletes conflicted about body image and acceptance. In female athletes, the
researchers refer to this obsession with body image as the Drive for Muscularity (DFM).
This DFM among female athletes seems to produce a contraindication for training and
nutrition resulting in over-training and disordered eating patterns.
The competitive nature of sport also leads to body comparison amongst competitors. The
women in this study (Mosewich, et al., 2009) resonated the feeling of inadequacy in
regards to muscularity when compared to a ‘ripped’ competitor (Mosewich, et al., 2009).
This created an intimidation factor for the athletes because they associated the more
defined muscularity with strength thus giving their competitor a perceived advantage.
The researchers suggested at the conclusion of this study that there is a nebulous
relationship between performance and appearance. Female athletes strive to excel in
their sports by being strong and muscular; however, they do not want to stray far from the
societal norms of the female physique.
In a study by, Muller and colleagues (2009), it seems that this balance between
performance and appearance is not only dominated by the athlete, but public perception
as well. Collegiate athletes perform on a large stage either locally, regionally, nationally
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and in some cases internationally which can amplify an athlete’s preoccupation with body
size, image, and strength. With an increase in females participating in sport, there has
come an alteration in the ideal body image for a female. Recently, it has become more
desirable for female athletes to look strong and muscular which has sparked the female
desire to achieve higher levels of fitness leading to behaviors regarding supplementation
and training that mirror their male counterparts (Muller, et al., 2009). This paradigm shift
in ideal body image has greatly impacted female athletes via increased training volume
and altered dietary behaviors.
In past research conducted by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), they
reported 21%-48% occurrence of disordered eating among cross-country, track and
gymnastic teams (L. Lowery & Forsythe, 2006). In a study done by Reinking and
Alexander (2005), undergraduate female collegiate athletes and non-athletes were
surveyed about their eating behaviors. Of the 84 athletes and 62 non-athletes surveyed,
they found that both groups were equally prone to disordered eating, however, those
athletes participating in the “lean sports” were at a greater risk than the non-lean sport
athletes of developing disordered eating. The “lean sports” were categorized as those
sports that placed an emphasis on aesthetics or appearance, (i.e. dancing, gymnastics,
long-distance running, swimming and diving). Reinking and Alexander (2005), also
explored the relationship of desired body weight and perceived body image in athletes.
They found that all the subjects, both athletes and non-athletes, had a lowered mean
desired body weight than their actual mean body weight and the “lean sport” athletes had
a significantly lower desired body weight when compared to their non-lean sport
counterparts. Lastly, they looked at body dissatisfaction and found that the “lean sport’
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athletes had a higher body dissatisfaction score in addition to their already lowered
desired weight and lower actual weight. Based on their findings they concluded that
based on the “Drive for Thinness” (DFT) scale, 25% of the “lean sport’ athletes were at
risk for an eating disorder (Reinking & Alexander, 2005).
In comparing the athletes to non-athletes, Reinking and Alexander (2005) found nonathletes had a greater dissatisfaction with their body shape and size when compared to the
athletes while the athletes felt a greater sense of control and adequacy in their lives. The
finding that athletes might have greater body image satisfaction does not mean they
refrain from restrictive eating or calorie restriction, it may just mean they are able to
mask it more keenly via their training. In a study by Zeigler et al. (1998), they found that
while elite figure skaters were satisfied with their body image, they still engaged in
restrictive eating habits. While the discussion of eating disorders is beyond the scope of
this paper, it is a valid concern and is linked to eating behaviors in female athletes and
non-athletes alike. The more relevant topic for the purposes of this paper is the energy
restrictive dietary practices of female athletes mentioned by Ziegler and colleagues.

Energy Balance, Deficits and Adapted Resting Energy Expenditure
Altered dietary behaviors in female athletes may lead to the restriction of total energy and
involve sizeable macronutrient decreases or increases. Female athletes may associate
lean muscle with lowered fat intake; therefore, they may restrict fat replacing fat calories
with protein or carbohydrate. Conversely, female athletes may associate lean mass with
increased need for protein thus causing an increase in dietary protein and a subsequent
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decrease in carbohydrates. There is also a notion that a decrease in total calories will also
cause a decrease in body fat; therefore, athletes tend to significantly restrict total energy
intake. These types of restrictions can cause a progressive lowering of resting energy
expenditure (REE). Fasting or restricting can be characterized in varying ways from
prolonged fasting (possibly overnight) to starvation of days, weeks or months. Prolonged
fasting is characterized by ketone body formation and initially lean mass or protein
catabolism (Shils & Shike, 2006). For the purpose of this thesis a prolonged fast is
defined as an overnight fast of 6-8 hours. In this post-absorptive state, the metabolic
adaptations that occur are the release of hepatic glycogen stores and hepatic
gluconeogenesis (GNG) which results in non-carbohydrate sources (glycerol, lactate and
amino acids) being converted to glucose to maintain blood glucose concentrations. In
this prolonged fast, insulin levels drop and glucagon levels rise to ensure the signaling of
GNG to provide glucose to the body. ‘The blood glucose concentration of healthy
persons is closely regulated by several physiologic control systems, chief of which are the
insulin and glucagon systems’(Shils & Shike, 2006). Both carbohydrate and protein
ellicit the secretion of insulin, while carbohydrate either lowers or does not affect
glucagon levels. Protein does affect glucagon levels positively which allows for hepatic
glucose production and glycogen breakdown to maintain circulating glucose levels in the
presence of insulin (Shils & Shike, 2006). Therefore, the diversification of
macronutrients in the diet, as well as intermittent intake over the course of the day leads
to the controlling of blood glucose levels.
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Energy Balance
Energy Balance (EB) is the concept that an athlete maintains blood glucose levels
throughout the day in order to preserve lean mass, reduce fat mass, and ultimately
enhance performance (Benardot, 2006). An athlete engaged in a rigorous training
program often is unable to consume enough calories during the day and tends to eat a
larger meal at the end of the day. This eating pattern is not conducive for energy balance
because as blood glucose drops throughout the day with training and delayed eating,
alanine from the muscle is called upon to be converted to glucose in the liver. This use
of amino acids for fuel compromises muscle mass and affects body fat storage because of
the increased insulin secretion associated with calorically dense meals (Benardot, 2006).
The main bodily fuel in a post-absorptive state is fat regardless of the amount of
carbohydrate consumed as evidence by the non-protein respiratory quotient of 0.8 for fat
(Shils & Shike, 2006). In times of fasting, dietary carbohydrate and protein determine
circulating blood glucose due to their direct effect on liver glycogen stores and the
availability of substrate presented to the liver for GNG. EB is important for athletes
because of the severe caloric deficits that are induced by their daily training regiments.
More time in a caloric deficit may lead to the improper utilization of fuels. Achieving
optimum energy balance, that is, staying between ±400 calories over a 24-hour time span
(Figure 1), may determine the athlete’s ability to maintain lean mass via the utilization of
proper fuels and control insulin levels thus resulting in a normal to low body fat
percentage (Benardot, 2006). Those athletes that find themselves in a surplus or a severe
deficit may be adding unwanted fat to their frame.
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Figure 1: Example of Within Day Energy Balance

Anabolic
(Between 0 and +400 kcal)
Optimum
(Between +400
and -400 kcal)
Catabolic
Between 0 and -400 kcal)

Figure 1: Courtesy Nutritiming™, Calorie and Pulse Technologies Atlanta, GA

Training, even after short periods of time, alters the structural and functional tissues in
the body which can lead to increased energy demands (L. Lowery & Forsythe, 2006). An
increase in fat-free mass with a subsequent lowering of fat mass can significantly
increase energy expenditure thus making energy balance harder to achieve as the athlete
becomes more conditioned. It is also noted by Lowery and Forsythe (2006) that an
increase in training is not necessarily followed by increased intake by athletes for various
reasons to include food or time constraints, lack of appetite or restrictive eating
behaviors. Therefore, they conclude that achieving energy balance in an athlete is more
complex that once thought.

Macronutrient Composition
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Knowing that energy balance for athletes is difficult to achieve and most athletes are
unable to consume enough calories, it is important to understand how the macronutrients
aid in maintaining weight, body composition and performance. In a study conducted by
Mullinix et al. (2003), dietary habits of the United States women’s national soccer team
were assessed. They found the athletes reported an average of 2015 kcal/day with 15%
from protein, 30% from fat and 55% from carbohydrate. It is estimated that in a soccer
match these female athletes utilize upwards of 1100 kcal. They concluded that the
athlete’s dietary intake (as little as 45kcal/kg/day but averaged 2015 kcal/day) is not
proportionate with their energy expenditure and may not be adequate to maintain muscle
mass, provide adequate recovery, and enhance athletic performance. Soccer players
typically play at 85% of their °VO2max for at least two-thirds of the game which
demonstrates carbohydrate as the major energy source. They found the soccer players
surveyed employed tactics for weight loss such as high protein/low carbohydrate diets,
skipping meals, and the use of liquid supplements. It is noted that energy restriction is
common among appearance sport athletes, but the researchers ultimately concluded that
the soccer players, while not considered a ‘lean sport,’ were not adequately meeting their
energy requirements. It seems that energy restriction in numerous forms, across various
sports plagues female athletes (Mullinix, et al., 2003). This energy restriction not only
places them at a greater risk for fatigue, injury, and micronutrient deficiencies, but for
eating disorders, amenorrhea, and lowered bone mineral density as well (commonly
referred to as The Female Athlete Triad).

Diet Composition - Protein
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According to Lowery and Forsythe (2006), protein is one of the most ‘celebrated and
condemned’ nutrients in sports nutrition(L. Lowery & Forsythe, 2006)(L. Lowery &
Forsythe, 2006)(L. Lowery & Forsythe, 2006)(L. Lowery & Forsythe, 2006)(L. Lowery
& Forsythe, 2006)(L. Lowery & Forsythe, 2006). Controversy surrounds the topic of
protein intake and whether athletes have a greater need for protein based on their energy
expenditure and the metabolic demands of their training. The published information on
protein intake lacks a consensus on the possible consequences of very high protein
intakes on renal function, hydration status, bone/calcium status, and lipid levels. The
question of efficacy is also debated because there is not enough significant evidence to
link increased protein intake with subsequent increases in fat free mass (L. M. Lowery &
Devia, 2009).
Efficacy of High Protein Diets
High protein diets are typically associated with higher fat intakes (both saturated and
unsaturated fat), as well as decreased fiber intake; therefore, as protein intake increases,
fat intake also increases while fiber decreases (L. M. Lowery & Devia, 2009).
Conversely, high protein diets are also thought to reduce weight by lowering energy
intake, as well as increase energy expenditure and fat oxidation (Stepien, et al., 2010). In
a study conducted by Stepien et al. (2010), the theories that high protein intake increases
energy expenditure and fat oxidation were challenged with rats that were fed either a high
protein (530g) or a normal protein diet (140g). When the high protein diet was
administered initially fat oxidation increased and after three days there was a clear
increase in protein catabolism and carbohydrate oxidation. In regards to fat oxidation,
the researchers found that the initial increase in fat oxidation at the on-set of the high-
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protein diet was not sustainable after the adaptation period (approximately nine days)
which demonstrates that increased fat oxidation was not the key cause of fat elimination
in the rats (Stepien, et al., 2010). The researchers postulated that the restriction of
carbohydrate in the high protein diet increased endogenous glucose production and,
therefore, may have significantly decreased lipogenesis causing a lowered fat deposition.
Controversy still remains as to the efficacy of high protein diets and their affects on body
composition. Protein needs have been found to vary based on endurance exercise versus
strength or power based training. It is an accepted notion that endurance athletes may
need more carbohydrate while power athletes may require more protein. Protein intake
recommendations for endurance athletes is between 1.2-1.4g/kg/d and recommended
intake for power athletes is up to 1.7g/kg/d (Tarnopolsky, 2004). In a 2009 study
conducted by Symons et al. (2009), the researchers challenged subjects with both a
moderate amount of protein (113g) or a large amount of protein (340g) and analyzed
changes in muscle protein synthesis. The purpose of the study was to look at whether
additional protein over and above the recommended amount would enhance muscle
protein synthesis (Symons, et al., 2009). The researchers looked at both elderly and
young populations and found that the moderate intake was associated with a 50%
increase in muscle protein synthesis while the greater intakes had no additional affect on
muscle protein synthesis. They further concluded that protein intake over and above 30g
of protein at any one meal has no ‘ergogenic’ effect on protein synthesis (Symons, et al.,
2009).
Protein as an Ergogenic Aid
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According to Shimomura and colleagues (2004), supplementation of protein is popular
among power athletes, specifically supplementation with Branched-Chain Amino Acids
(BCAA). Amino acid metabolism is tissue specific when dealing with BCAA; there are
only six amino acids that can be oxidized in the skeletal muscle in order to participate in
the glucose-alanine cycle. A weightlifter is more likely to supplement with BCAA in
order to increase skeletal muscle and consequently add bulk to their frame; however,
endurance athletes also initiate protein catabolism and branched-chain α-keto acid
Dehydrogenase (BCKDH) activity is enhanced (Shimomura, et al., 2004). Shimomura et
al. (2004) state during prolonged exercise, BCAA are an integral part of maintaining
Tricarboxcylic acid (TCA-cycle) intermediates specifically succinyl-CoA and acetylCoA. They also postulate that BCAA oxidation is also correlated with fatty acid
oxidation because fatty acid metabolism is associated with exercise. It has been shown
that fatty acid oxidation decreases kinase activity and affects the BCKDH complex thus
causing BCAA oxidation. These findings suggest that supplementation with amino acids
may have a protective muscle sparing effect. However, the question remains whether the
additional calories from the supplements are creating the protein sparing or the actual
amino acids are creating the sparing effect.
The availability of glycogen may also affect protein metabolism in prolonged exercise
bouts. Early studies of blood urea nitrogen (BUN) in exercising muscle implicated a
lowered glycogen or carbohydrate level with increased amino acid oxidation and protein
degradation (Lemon & Mullin, 1980). Substrate utilization during exercise has long been
debated, but some theories suggest that increased protein catabolism during exercise can
be attributed to multiple factors which include the glucose-alanine cycle, the use of up-
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regulated enzyme carbon skeletons, the depletion of glycogen during exercise, and/or the
inadequate repletion of glycogen prior to subsequent exercise bouts. A 2010 study based
out of McMaster University looked at the effect of glycogen availability on skeletal
muscle protein turnover during exercise and recovery (Howarth, et al., 2010). In a
carefully designed study, Howarth and colleagues (2010) used a dietary intervention,
exercise trial, and a combination of muscle biopsies and blood assays from six male
subjects to calculate muscle glycogen utilization rates at rest, during exercise, and post
exercise. The subjects acted as their own controls and either consumed a high
carbohydrate diet (71 ± 3% CHO, 19 ± 3% fat, 10 ± 1%) or a low carbohydrate diet (11 ±
1% CHO, 64 ± 2% fat, 25 ± 2% protein) for 44 hours prior to testing (Howarth, et al.,
2010). The participants were then subjected to a cycle ergometer challenge and a leg
extensor exercise. There was a 7-day interval between the two trials. One major finding
of this study was the low CHO intervention hampered glycogenlysis thus relying on the
blood glucose to sustain the activity. Whole body luecine utilization was also increased
substantiating that amino acid oxidation is increased during prolonged exercise due to the
lowered availability of glycogen (Howarth, et al., 2010).
Protein Intake and Body Composition
Vinknes and colleagues (2011) wanted to look at the relationship between protein intake
and body fat percentage in older adults because few studies have been done to examine
macronutrient composition of the diet and body composition. The researchers used a
cross-sectional population from the Hordaland Health Study of 4478 men and women
between the ages of 47-49 and 71-74 years. A Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ) was
used to analyze dietary intake and Dual X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) was used to collect
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body composition data. They discovered a positive relationship between protein intake
and body fat percentage, as well as a positive relationship between fat intake and body fat
percentage. However, they found an inverse relationship between carbohydrate intake
and body fat percentage. This positive correlation between protein intake and body fat
percentage led them to believe that further research was needed with other populations to
explore the impact of protein intake on obesity.
The relationship of body fatness and dietary protein intake was also explored by Koppes
et al. (2009) in a study conducted over a 23-year period consisting of 168 men and 182
women. The subjects were a part of the Amsterdam Growth and Health Longitudinal
Study. Dietary assessments, body composition using DXA and skinfolds were taken
regularly over the 23-year period. The researchers noted that high body fatness was
correlated with higher percent protein intake. They also uncovered that men and women
with low energy intakes also showed higher body fatness. These findings coupled with
the popular notion that protein may lower body fat because it aids in increased protein
anabolism may be the subject of future research according to these researchers.
Diet Composition – Fat
In a review article complied by Williams et al. (2007), it was concluded that obese
individuals had higher dietary fat intake when compared with their non-obese
counterparts who eat approximately the same amount of calories. The researchers noted
that the body has a limited capacity to oxidize dietary fat in comparison to the oxidation
rates of carbohydrate and protein which could explain the higher body fat mass in the
obese individuals. A high fat diet is thus associated with a higher body fat percentage
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due to the lowered oxidation rate of dietary fat. Fat yields nine calories per gram while
protein and carbohydrate yield four calories per gram, therefore, fat intake can determine
the energy density of the diet because it contributes more than double the caloric load per
gram. There is little research on high-fat diet interventions unless it is connected to
cardiovascular disease and in that case they are utilizing a low-fat diet to measure blood
lipids. One exception, however, would be a ketogenic diet intervention used in seizure
patients, where the ratio of fat to protein plus CHO is 4 to 1 or 3 to 1 (Caraballo, et al.,
2011). It is reasonable to assume that as protein increases in the diet so does the fat
content of the diet. The idea of a more equal distribution of fat and protein (e.g., 30%
total calories from fat, 30% of total calories from protein) would cause lowered
carbohydrate intake and thus be considered a low-carbohydrate diet.
Low carbohydrate (LC) diets are based on the assertion that the depletion of glucose (and
glycogen) up-regulates fatty acid (FA) oxidation in the adipose tissue consequently
producing ketone bodies to be utilized as substrates in the TCA cycle. This accelerated
utilization of FA would then cause weight loss due to the lowering of the fat mass in the
body (Williams, et al., 2007). While this theory has not been proven, it is widely
accepted by the general public. The ADA, ACSM, and DC recommend that fat intake be
appropriate in order to sustain weight, deliver fat soluble vitamins and maintain essential
fatty acid levels in order to sustain immune and eicosanoid production (Rodriguez, et al.,
2009). It is not recommended that an athlete consume any less that 15% of their calories
from fat, but not exceed 30% of calories. Lopez et al. (2008) confirm that higher fat and
higher cholesterol diets can lead to cardiovascular risk factors such as high blood
pressure (BP), dislipidemia, and obesity. Therefore, it is rare that a high fat diet is
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recommended for any population especially athletes; conversely, lower fat diets are
typically recommended which is discussed in subsequent sections.
Diet Composition – Carbohydrate
Energy restriction of any kind whether it is in the form of fat, carbohydrate, or protein not
only places athletes at a greater risk for fatigue and micronutrient deficiencies, but for
eating disorders, amenorrhea, and lowered bone density as well. The induction of
ketogenesis via a low CHO diet as discussed by Williams et al. (2007) is what drives the
popularity of LC diets because it seems a logical concept. However, some experts
dispute this theory because ketosis is a state of metabolic dysfunction that causes lowered
blood pH and increased lactic acid production. Another argument in favor of lowering
carbohydrate intake is that of lowering the glycemic load and, therefore, the insulin
response. Williams and colleagues (2007) found that a low carbohydrate diet when
compared to a high carbohydrate diet fed to rats did not reduce weight, body fat, or serum
markers for obesity. They randomized 100 mice into groups of 20 and fed them either a
high CHO diet or a high fat diet for 14 weeks. The remaining groups were fed a high fat
diet for seven weeks and then were switched to either a high CHO or a low CHO diet. At
the conclusion of the trial they found that the high fat and low CHO mice had higher fat
mass and lowered bone mineral density. The low CHO group also displayed higher
serum glucose, triglycerides, cholesterol, leptin, insulin and insulin-like growth factor.
The notion that macronutrient restriction or composition of a diet can over-ride the
‘calorie is a calorie’ and induce weight loss was analyzed by Bravata et al. (2003). In a
meta-analysis of diets, the researchers concluded that the length of the diet and the total
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calorie deficit determined the impact of the weight loss not the macronutrient distribution
(Bravata, et al., 2003). Because high protein diets increase protein at the expense of
carbohydrate, the total calories are typically reduced thus inducing weight loss. In the
study by Williams and colleagues (2007), the percentage of fat mass was greater with
little to no change in lean mass in the high fat and the low CHO diets, but the high CHO
and energy restrictive diet (independent of any macronutrient manipulation) showed a
decrease in fat mass and an increase in lean mass.
The Efficacy of Low Carbohydrate Diets
The efficacy of low carbohydrate diets has been studied time and time again in the dawn
of the Atkins and Atkins-like diets. In a recent obesity study done by McNeel and
Mersmann (2005), they ultimately found that the higher carbohydrate diet yielded better
outcomes. The researchers used weight, body composition, lipid levels, and genetic
markers to study the differences between a low CHO and high CHO diet administered to
obese rats (McNeel & Mersmann, 2005). The highlighted outcomes related to this study
were that the higher CHO diet yielded greater weight loss, a higher fat loss, and a greater
preservation of lean mass, in combination with the down regulation of lipogenic genes.
While the mechanism is unknown as to why two isolcaloric diets would yield this
difference, they cited that the higher energy expenditure observed in the high CHO fed
rats, and increased fiber content of the diet as an explanation for the differences in body
composition. The decrease in lipogenic genes could be a result of the lowered energy
intake of both diets potentially inducing lypolysis more readily than lipogenesis (McNeel
& Mersmann, 2005). In a study by Lean and colleagues (1997), a similar diet challenge
was administered; however, it came with different outcomes. The isocaloric diets with
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either 58% of calories from CHO or 35% of calories from CHO showed a greater impact
on plasma lipid markers (LDL, HDL and triglycerides) rather than on weight loss. The
high carbohydrate diet generated a greater improvement on lipid levels, but did not
produce a more rapid weight loss than the low CHO diet. Both the LC and the HC diet
yielded similar results in regards to weight loss (Lean, et al., 1997).
While some experts advocate the use of a low carbohydrate diet for weight loss and
muscle hypertrophy, others advocate a higher carbohydrate diet for enhanced athletic
performance. Achten et al. (2004) assessed well-trained runners in a crossover design
with either an 8.0 g CHO/kg diet or a 5.4g CHO/kg diet. Their aim was to analyze
whether the level of carbohydrate in the diet led to better exercise outcomes and
improved mood state. The guiding principle of this study was that adequate muscle
glycogen stores and proper glycogen repletion drove exercise performance. The
researchers found that the isocaloric diets yielded no significant change in weight in
either trial, but there were lesser symptoms in the high carbohydrate trial. Mood state
was better nearing the end of the exercise trial with the higher CHO diet, soreness was
also not as profound in the high carbohydrate trial while run speed was significantly
hampered with the low CHO trial when compared with the high carbohydrate trial.
In 2009, the New England Journal of Medicine published a study comparing diets with
differing macronutrient composition (Sacks, et al., 2009). The aim of the study was to
explore the efficacy of different types of diets on weight loss in overweight individuals
over a two year period. Past trials on macronutrient distribution have yielded mixed
results especially because the trial interval varied vastly from study to study. The trial
randomized 811 overweight individuals to a low fat, average protein diet ( 20% fat, 15%
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protein, and 65% carbohydrates), a low fat, high protein diet (20% fat, 25% protein, 55%
carbohydrate), a high fat, average protein diet (40% fat, 15% protein, 45% carbohydrate),
or a high fat, high protein diet (40% fat, 25% protein, 35% carbohydrate). By nature, two
of the protocols were low in carbohydrate; therefore, they could be compared to the
higher carbohydrate diets. The diets were matched for saturated fat content not to exceed
8%; they contained at least 20 g of fiber and were 150 mg or less cholesterol per 1000
calories. Each of the prescribed diets was also 750 calories less than the baseline diet of
the individual.
The participants were constantly monitored by on-going group and individual counseling
sessions at 4-and 8-week intervals respectively over the two-year study period. They
found that regardless of the composition of the diet, all subjects lost approximately the
same amount of weight over the two year period noting that the high protein diet caused a
greater loss initially, but was comparable to the low-fat, high CHO diet at the 2-year
mark. It is important to note that this study examined weight loss rather than body
composition markers.
Caloric Restriction & Protein Sparing
Another tactic for weight loss or fat loss is the use of very-low-energy-diets (VLEDs).
As mentioned previously, female athletes can be prone to energy restrictive behaviors
and consume too few calories for their energy expenditure. Vazquez et al. (1995) simply
state the use of VLED’s is employed to elicit the maximal weight loss, while sparing
body protein. The major controversy remains as to what the proper distribution of
carbohydrate and protein should compose a VLED in order to spare protein. Some
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studies have shown that high carbohydrate levels are important for protein sparing while
high protein, low carbohydrate diets also have shown to result in a protein sparing effect.
Because the evidence does elicit consensus, it is difficult to make recommendations on
macronutrient composition in the diet in regards to protein sparing. Vazquez et al.,
studied an obese population on either high protein or high carbohydrate diet; their major
finding was that carbohydrate exerted a protein sparing effect by fostering higher plasma
concentrations of hormones such as insulin and T3 and T4. They also theorized that
carbohydrate reduced the rate of gluconeogensis (GNG) thus sparing the use of protein as
substrate to maintain blood and liver glucose concentrations.
Protein sparing in low energy diets remains a concern because protein is essential to the
maintenance of all human systems. It seems physical training fosters some sort of caloric
restriction whether intentional or unintentional on the part of the athlete. In as study
conducted by Nadeau and colleagues (2006), they examined how caloric restriction may
influence the expression of Sterol regulatory element-binding proteins (SREBPs) and
triglycerides in skeletal muscle. Their focus was to study the action of SREBP-1 which is
a membrane-bound transcription factor that regulates the expression of genes involved in
the metabolism of cholesterol, fatty acids, triglycerides, phospholipids and low density
lipoproteins (LDL). They randomized rats into either an exercise or sedentary group.
Their trial concluded that the exercised-trained rats had higher triglyceride content in the
gastrocnemius and the soleus than their sedentary rat counterparts. The second arm of
their trial explored how rhesus monkeys responded to chronic energy restriction coupled
with a strict exercise protocol. They found that the chronically calorie restricted monkeys
realized an increase in skeletal muscle triglyceride and up-regulated SREBP-1. The
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impact of their findings draws an interesting question as to how two hyperinsulinimic
induced states, starvation and exercise, could also be correlated with the increased
triglycerides and insulin resistance seen in obese or type-2 diabetic individuals.
Therefore, if an athlete is exercising intensely and restricting calories, this could
potentially lead to chronic hyperinsulinemia that could in turn foster long-term insulin
resistance which could lead to the misappropriation of macronutrients. This underutilization of fuels could lead to disproportionate body mass measures in athletic
individuals who are presumed to be lean.
Human studies of energy restriction and protein signaling have been sparse, but more and
more studies have begun to look at how caloric deficits affect protein turnover in skeletal
muscle. Pasiakos and colleagues (2010) recruited 12 active adults to participate in a 20day diet intervention. The cross-over design examined whether a weight maintenance or
energy deficient diet with matching fat and protein contributions affected skeletal muscle
turnover. Energy balance is believed to be impacted by skeletal muscle turnover and the
researchers hypothesized that the greater and longer the caloric restriction the greater the
adaptation to conserve energy and protein reserves in the body. The outcome of this
study showed a decrease in muscle protein synthesis in healthy, exercising adults induced
by a 10-day energy restrictive diet intervention. According to the muscle biopsies and
the blood assays done in the 10-day weight maintenance and the 10-day calorie deficit
interventions, the loss of lean mass due to the energy deficit diet reduced circulating
insulin levels, as well as intracellular protein signaling thus lowering protein synthesis.
This loss of lean mass could have an exponential impact on metabolic rate, body
composition and endocrine function if the caloric restriction continued over a longer
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period of time. This type of restrictive eating behavior creates a need for more research
to explore how prolonged energy restriction impacts not only healthy adults, but
overweight and obese populations as well.
Summary of Findings
There have been several trials conducted on macronutrient distribution and weight loss,
but few have looked at macronutrient distribution and body composition alterations.
Weight loss is undoubtedly useful in certain situations, but changes in body composition,
(i.e. the loss of fat and the gain of lean mass), may be more beneficial because of the
metabolic impact of the changed tissue. While numerous studies include the use of rats,
the studies that have included human subjects have been executed with an overweight
and/or obese population. Diet interventions conducted with an obese population will
indisputability yield a result with significance because there is such drastic room for
improvement. It is also clear that energy restrictive eating patterns are rampant among
athletes and studies on VLEDs show that severe energy restriction can lead to greater fat
deposition and altered hormone function. The lack of consensus and/or concrete
evidence regarding macronutrient distribution in the diet of female athletes seems to
cause inadvertently erratic and sometimes harmful eating behaviors.
In reviewing the literature, it is clear that there is no standard macronutrient protocol for
active individuals; however, there is agreement that energy restriction in active
individuals is contraindicated. The exact composition of the diet may vary by sport, but
it is clear that more research needs to be done in order to prevent athletes from injury,
fatigue, or unfavorable metabolic consequences due to improper nutrition.

CHAPTER III
METHODS

Participants
Participants included a cross-sectional sample of recreational and competitive female
athletes over the age of 18 years. Recruiting methods included contacting of Georgia
State University Athletic Department coaches, a posting in a local athletic club, a posting
at a local Crossfit Gym, and mass e-mails to local competitive triathlon and track clubs.
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB # H11373) at
Georgia State University. Participation was completely voluntary and written informed
consent was obtained from all subjects. Subjects were both competitive and recreational
female athletes from Georgia State University and the Metro-Atlanta area. They were
exercising/training a minimum of four times per week. Subjects needed to be without an
injury that prohibited them from participating in regular training. If they were diagnosed
with an eating disorder and/or a metabolic disorder (e.g., Diabetes) they were precluded
from the analysis. Subjects participated in a one-time visit to the Laboratory for Elite
Athlete Performance on the campus of Georgia State University at a time of their
choosing.
Anthropometric measures:
Baseline Interviews were conducted to gather information about the type of activity, the
time of day, the duration of activity, and the volume of activity the athlete performed in a
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typical week. Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) was determined using the
Nutritiming™ Activity Scale (Appendix 1). RPE was used to determine approximate
caloric expenditure for each exercise/training session. Subjects’ data included age/birth
date, race, sleep and wake times, as well as screening for diagnosis of metabolic disease
and/or eating disorders was also collected at the time of the interview.
Height was assessed using a standard stadiometer. Weight and body composition was
assessed by Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) using InBody 230 (BioSpace Co.
USA). The BIA assessment was performed on each athlete in order determine accurate
body fat percentage, Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR), Body Mass Index (BMI), segmental
body composition, total weight, and fat and lean mass.
Nutrition Analysis
Nutrient data was collected by an interviewer-led, 24-hour recall for a typical training
day. Food containers and portion estimation charts were utilized to more accurately
estimate intake. Subjects were asked to explain all components of their diets by being as
specific as possible, (e.g., sports beverage or gels used during training). Using computer
based software (Nutritiming™, Calorie and Pulse Technologies, Atlanta, GA) the
participant’s food intake was recorded - the quantity, type, and timing were analyzed and
compared against the energy balance parameters, (i.e., hours spent anabolic, catabolic,
etc.). Macronutrient distributions were analyzed and compared to the ADA/ACSM/DC
recommendations for macronutrient intake for competitive athletes.
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Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using PASW/SPSS v18.0. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.
Nutritiming™ was utilized to calculate the within day energy balance and macronutrient
data for each athlete. Descriptive statistics included demographic data, mean nutrient
intake, and mean anthropometric measures were determined for all participants. The data
were also analyzed for normality. Data were compared within their sub-group (athlete
type – Recreational or Competitive), as well as against the entire population of female
athletes. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to determine correlations
between variables such as carbohydrate intake and body fat percentage. Z-Scores were
created for all ratio level data. Chi-Square tests were performed and correlations were
used assess body fat percentage and energy.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Forty-four subjects were recruited for the study. One subject was on a medically
prescribed diet which did not qualify for the study and one participant exercised only
three times per week, therefore, the statistical analysis is based upon 42 participants.
Demographic Data

Table 1: Study Participants Demographic Data

Minimum Maximum
Age (yr)
Race*
Athlete Type**
Ht (cm)
Wt (kg)

20
1
1
152.40
42.09

Mean

60
3
3
182.88
77.45

36.83
1.12
2.21
165.48
59.73

Std.
Deviation
9.15
0.45
0.95
6.32
7.60

*Race (1-White, 2-Black, 3-Hispanic)
**Athlete Type (1-Competitve, 2- Fitness Professional, 3- Recreational)

The mean age of the subjects was 37 ± 9 years. The average height in centimeters (cm)
was 165 ± 6cm, mean weight in kilograms (kg) was 60 ± 8kg (Table 1). The population
(n=42) consisted of 39 white females, 1 black female and 2 Hispanic females (Appendix
C, Figure 1).
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Table 2: Athlete Type of Study Participants

Frequency Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Valid Competitive

15

35.7

35.7

35.7

Fitness
Professional

3

7.1

7.1

42.9

Recreational

24

57.1

57.1

100.0

Total

42

100.0

100.0

The females were categorized by Athlete Type: Competitive (n=15), Fitness Professional
(n=3), or Recreational (n=24). (Figure 2C, Table 2) The subjects were also parsed into
categories of sport type. The fitness professionals consisted of personal trainers and
group exercise instructors. The fitness professionals were also placed into a category for
the type of activity they performed as well.

Table 3: Sport/Activity Type of Study Participants
Valid
Frequency Percent
Percent
Valid Runner

Cumulative
Percent

9

21.4

21.4

21.4

Triathlete

8

19.0

19.0

40.5

Rower

1

2.4

2.4

42.9

21

50.0

50.0

92.9

Dancer

1

2.4

2.4

95.2

Tae Kwon
Do

2

4.8

4.8

100.0

42

100.0

100.0

Recreational

Total

*Recreational is defined as a person who engages in a multitude of exercise formats, (i.e.
casual running, indoor cycling classes, aerobics classes, personal training, and weight
training)
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The subjects (n=42) consisted of runners (n=9), triahtletes (n=7), rowers (n=2),
recreational exercisers (n=21), Dancers (n=1), Tae Kwon Do (Marital Artist) (n=2).
(Table 3, Figure 3C)
Table 4: Anthropometric/Activity Data (n=42)
Minimu Maximu
m
m
Mean
Athlete Type
Exercise
Occasions/Week
Exercise Intensity
(Ave)
Sport
Body Fat (%)
Lean Mass (lb)
Lean Mass (kg)
Height to Lean Ratio
Height to Fat Ratio
BMI

Std.
Deviation

1
4.0

3
7.5

2.21
5.607

.951
.9534

4.5

7.0

5.702

.6631

1
9.0
42.8
19.91
5.17
7.50
16.9

7
34.6
76.8
34.91
7.91
41.74
25.3

3.86
20.640
57.414
26.0974
6.4213
15.5482
21.707

1.788
6.3768
7.5703
3.44105
.65138
7.27762
2.2655

The mean percent body fat (PBF) was 20.6 ± 6.4%. Average lean mass in kilograms (kg)
was 26.1 ± 3.4 kg while mean fat mass in kg was 12.5 ± 4.6 kg. All females fell into the
“healthy” BMI category; the mean BMI was 21.7 ± 2.3. On average, the athletes
completed 5.6 exercise sessions per week, with an average activity factor of 5.7 defined
as Vigorous+ on the Nutritiming™ Activity Factor Scale (Appendix A).
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Table 5: Athlete Type and Body Fat Percentage
(I) Athlete Type

(J) Athlete Type
Mean
Difference (I-J) Std. Error

Competitive

Fitness Professional

Recreational

Fitness Professional

Sig.

-3.1067

3.4068

1.000

Recreational

-7.5692*

1.7730

.000

Competitive

3.1067

3.4068

1.000

Recreational

-4.4625

3.2987

.552

Competitive

7.5692*

1.7730

.000

4.4625

3.2987

.552

F
9.228

Sig.
.001

Fitness Professional
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 6: ANOVA for Body Fat percentage and Athlete Type

Between Groups

Sum of Squares
535.556

df
2

Mean Square
267.778

29.017

Within Groups

1131.646

39

Total

1667.201

41

As noted in table 6, there is a statistically significant difference between body fat
percentage and recreational and competitive athletes, p=0.00. ANOVA tests show that
there is a significant difference in body fat percentage between the recreational and
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competitive groups, but no within the groups, p=0.001. We also separated the athletes
into tertiles by age to explore any differences between the age and body fat percentage.
Based on one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), we found there was no significant
difference between age and body fat percentage when separated into age tertiles,
(p=0.351, Table 7). In the first tertile (20-32 years of age), body fat percent was between
9.4 and 33.5%. The second tertile (33-42 years of age) had a body fat percent range
between 9.0 and 25.4%. The third tertile (43-60 years of age) had a body fat percent
range between 13.8 and 32.6%.
Table 7: Body Fat by Age Tertile
Sum of
Squares
Between Groups

df

Mean Square

87.230

2

43.615

Within Groups

1579.972

39

40.512

Total

1667.201

41

F

Sig.
1.077

Nutrient Analysis
Table 8: Mean Macronutrient Intake of Subjects
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Carb (%)

14.90

76.90

48.7307

12.00377

Carb (gm)

40.97

448.00

224.0010

82.79800

Prot (%)

11.42

48.40

24.0626

8.58910

Prot (gm)

31.00

222.00

104.4571

39.31721

Fat (%)

6.40

48.50

27.1114

9.18802

Fat (gm)

15.00

119.00

56.8914

28.03133

913

2914

1831.10

447.095

1893

3052

2163.98

215.019

Kcal In (Ave)
Kcal Out (Ave)

.351
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Mean macronutrient intakes across the female athletes was 48.7 ± 12.0% carbohydrate
(224gm), 24.0 ±8.6% protein (104.5gm), and 27.1 ±9.2% fat (56.9gm). Mean daily
caloric intake was 1831 ± 447 kcal while average daily calories expended were 2163 ±
215kcal. Large standard deviations (SD) in macronutrient intake should be noted. CHO
in grams had a SD of 82.7g, protein in grams also had a large SD of 39.3g and total
energy intake had a SD of 447kcal. CHO intake spanned a large range from 40.9g to
448g showing a very diverse intake pattern among the subjects. Fat intake also had a
large SD of 28g and ranged from 15g to 119g. It is of particular interest that the mean
energy intake and expenditure did not have proportional increases. Energy intake had a
much larger fluctuation than energy expenditure potentially leading to a great propensity
to restrict energy rather than decrease expenditure.
Table 9: Comparison between Athlete Type and CHO/kg
(I) Athlete Type

(J) Athlete Type
Mean
Difference (I-J) Std. Error

Competitive

Fitness Professional

Recreational

Fitness Professional

Sig.

1.62101

.92342

.261

Recreational

1.68955*

.48056

.003

Competitive

-1.62101

.92342

.261

Recreational

.06854

.89409

1.000

Competitive

-1.68955*

.48056

.003

-.06854

.89409

1.000

Fitness Professional
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Table 10: Athlete Type and CHO/kg (ANOVA)
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

27.291

2

13.646

Within Groups

83.138

39

2.132

110.429

41

Total

F

Sig.

6.401

.004

There is a statistically significant difference in the mean CHO intake in competitive and
recreational athletes, p=0.003 (Table 9). Based on one-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA), there is a statistically significant difference between the groups, but not
within the groups, p=0.004 (Table 10).
We also explored whether age affect CHO intake. We used ANOVA to assess age
tertiles and CHO intake per kg of body weight. We found there was no significant
difference between the age tertiles and CHO intake, p=0.673 (Table 11).

Table 11 : Comparison of Age Tertiles and CHO/kg intake (ANOVA)
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
2.219
108.211
110.429

df
2
39
41

Mean Square
1.109
2.775

F

Sig.
.400

.673
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Energy Balance
Table 12: Mean Energy Balance Values
Minimum
BMR

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

1167

1715

1387.88

124.771

-1167.00

903.00

-332.8810

416.36424

EB Optimum (hr)

6

24

16.21

5.121

EB Surplus>400 (hr)

0

11

.67

1.857

EB Deficit<400 (hr)

0

18

7.12

5.442

.00

5.50

.3412

1.11711

EB Anabolic (hr)

0

15

5.50

4.687

EB Catabolic (hr)

9

24

18.50

4.687

.00

1.67

.4107

.47892

Energy Balance (EB)

EB Surplus/Deficit

EB Anabol/Catabol

EB optimum is defined as the hours spent less than +400 calories and greater than -400 calories.
EB surplus is defined as the hours spent greater than 400 calories.
EB deficit is defined as the hours spent less than 400 calories.
EB anabolic is defined as the hours spent between 0 and +400 calories
EB catabolic is defined as the hours spent between 0 and -400 calories.

The mean Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) of the participants was 1388 ± 124.7kcal. The
average number of hours spent in optimal energy balance (hours spent between ±400)
was 16 ± 5.1hrs. The mean number of hours spent in a surplus (greater than 400 calories)
was 0.67 ± 1.8hrs. The mean number of hours spent in a deficit (less than -400 calories)
was 7 ± 5.4hrs. The mean hours spent in an anabolic state (between 0 and +400 calories)
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was 5.5 ± 4.7hrs. The mean hours spent in a catabolic state (between 0 and -400) was
18.5 ± 4.7hrs. (See Figure 2 below for graphical representation)
Figure 2: Mean* Energy Balance (Graphical)

Figure 2: Courtesy Nutritiming™, Calorie and Pulse Technologies Atlanta, GA

*Based on the mean CHO, Protein, fat, total energy intake and total energy expenditure.

Percent Body Fat, Lean Body Mass & Dietary Intake
Pearson’s Correlation coefficients were created for all nutrient categories (CHO, Protein
and Fat) in both percent of total calories and in grams. Table B1 (Appendix B) shows the
correlation coefficient for percent CHO and percent body fat was -0.126( p=.427) and
carbohydrate in grams had a correlation coefficient of -0.242(p=0.121). The correlation
coefficient for percent protein intake and percent body fat was -0.131 (p=0.408) and
protein in grams was –0.282 (p=0.070). Percent fat intake and body fat percentage had a
correlation coefficient of 0.281 (p=0.071) and fat in grams correlation was 0.026
(p=0.870). Both percentage of carbohydrate and protein had an inverse association with
percent body fat while percent fat intake and grams of fat had a positive association with
percent body fat.
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Body Mass Index (BMI) also had an inverse relationship with percent carbohydrate
intake -0.376 (p=0.014) while percent of fat intake was positively associated with BMI,
0.404 (p=.008).
Table 13: Average Calories & Body Fat Percentage
Body Fat (%)
Kcal In (Ave)
Pearson Correlation
-.275
Sig. (2-tailed)
.078
N
42
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

With regard to total average calories consumed and percent body fat, the correlation was
an inverse relationship, -0.275 (p=0.078). While not statically significant, the inverse
relationship is of great interest because conventional wisdom suggests that lowered
caloric intake would lower body fat percentage.
Table 14: Average Calories & Lean Mass in kg

Kcal In (Ave)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Lean Mass
(kg)
.349(*)
.023
42

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Lean mass in kg was positively and significantly correlated with average caloric intake,
0.349 (p=.023, Table 14). This strengthens the inverse correlation between caloric intake
and body fat percentage because the correlation between average calories and lean mass
shows that higher the total calories the greater the muscle mass.
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Table 15: Protein Intake & Lean Mass in kg

Lean Mass (kg)

Prot (%)
.142
.366
42

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Prot (gm)
.539(**)
.000
42

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Lean mass in kg was significantly correlated with protein intake in grams, 0.539 (p=0.00,
Table 15) while percent protein intake was not significantly correlated to lean mass in kg.
Utilizing a z-score created for percent body fat, Chi Square tests were performed for
energy balance parameters.
Table 16: Hrs. in a Deficit and Body Fat Percentage Z-Score Crosstabulation
ZHrDeficitCat
2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

Total

ZBodyFatCate 2
g
3

2

5

2

1

0

10

5

3

3

1

1

13

4

1

4

2

5

0

12

5

0

4

1

1

0

6

6

1

1

0

0

0

2

9

17

8

8

1

42

Total

44

Table 17: Chi-Square Tests – Hrs in a Deficit and Body Fat Percentage Z-Score
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

15.254a

16

.506

Likelihood Ratio

16.355

16

.428

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.200

1

.655

N of Valid Cases

42

Pearson Chi-Square

a. 24 cells (96.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .05.

There was no statistically significant outcome associated with hours spent in a deficit and
body fat percentage when chi-square tests were used. Therefore, the likelihood of a
person to have lowered body fat percentage in an energy deficit is improbable thus
further challenging the theory that the fewer calories consumed the more likely there is a
lowered body fat percentage.

Table 18: Hrs. in a Surplus and Body Fat Percentage Z-Score Crosstabulations
ZhrSurplusCat
3.00
ZBodyFatCateg

Total

4.00

5.00

6.00

Total

2

6

4

0

0

10

3

11

0

2

0

13

4

9

2

0

1

12

5

5

1

0

0

6

6

0

1

0

1

2

31

8

2

2

42
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Table 19: Chi-Square Tests – Hrs. in a Surplus and Body Fat Percentage Z-Score
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

23.179a

12

.026

Likelihood Ratio

21.623

12

.042

Linear-by-Linear
Association

1.275

1

.259

N of Valid Cases

42

a. 17 cells (85.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .09.

Chi-Square tests showed hours spent in a surplus and body fat percentage had a
statistically significant outcome. Showing that the more hours spent in an energy surplus
the more likely body fat percentage will be elevated. This finding is logical based on the
theory that higher the intake and the lower the activity level the higher the body fat mass.
It is important to note that this emphasizes the importance of proper energy balance.
Macronutrients per Kilogram of Body Mass
We also looked at calories per kilogram of body weight for all macronutrients (Table 20).
We compared body mass measures and protein per kg, carbohydrate per kg, fat per kg,
and total calories per kg.
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Table 20: Macronutrients per kg of Body Weight & Body Composition

Body Fat (%)

choperkg

Properkg

-.365*

-.415**

-.091

.018

.006

.567

42

42

42

42

-.481**

-.160

-.010

.706**

.001

.312

.952

.000

42

42

42

42

-.212

.258

.109

-.225

.178

.100

.493

.153

42

42

42

42

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

BMI

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Lean Mass (kg) Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Fatperkg Body Fat (%)
1

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Carbohydrate intake per kg of body weight was significantly and inversely correlated
with body fat percentage and BMI, (p=0.018 and p=0.001 respectively). Protein intake
per kg of body weight was also inversely and significantly correlated with body fat
percentage (p=0.006). Fat intake was not significantly associated with BMI, Body Fat
or lean mass in kilograms.

Calories per Kilogram of Body Weight & Body Composition
After parsing out macronutrients per kg of body weight, we looked at total calories per
kg of body weight and body composition markers (Table 20). Mean calories per kg of
body weight were 31kcal/kg ±8.2kcal.
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Table 21: Mean Calories per kg & Mean Body Composition
Mean
Kcalperkg
BMI
Lean Mass (kg)
Fat Mass (kg)
Body Fat (%)

Std. Deviation

31.0215
21.707
26.0974
12.5141
20.640

N

8.20383
2.2655
3.44105
4.62531
6.3768

42
42
42
42
42

Table 22: Calories per kg & Body Composition
BMI
Kcalperkg

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Lean Mass
(kg)

Fat Mass
(kg)

Body Fat
(%)

-.483**

-.068

-.497**

-.479**

.001

.669

.001

.001

42

42

42

42

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Calories per kg of body weight showed statistical significance when compared to BMI,
fat mass and PBF (Table 22). Calories per kg had an inverse relationship with BMI, 0.483 (p=0.001), an inverse relationship with fat mass, -0.497 (p=0.001), and an inverse
relationship with PBF, -0.479 (p=0.001). These statistically significant inverse
relationships show that the greater the energy intake per kg of body weight, the lower
the fat mass.
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Percent Body Fat & Within Day Energy Balance
Energy Balance (EB) is separated into hours catabolic (between 0 and -400), hours
anabolic (between 0 and +400), hours in a surplus (>+400), hours in a deficit (<-400) and
hours in optimum (between -400 and +400). While none of the correlation tests for
energy balance yielded a statistically significant result, they did show relationships
between variables. Based on Pearson’s correlation (2-tailed), hours spent in an anabolic
state were inversely associated with percent body fat, -0.199 (p=0.206) while hours spent
in a catabolic state were positively correlated to percent body fat, 0.199 (p=.206). Hours
spent in either a surplus or a deficit were positively correlated with percent body fat, 0.82
(p=0.605) and 0.038 (p=0.813), respectively. Hours in an optimal state between -400 and
+400 calories in energy balance was negatively correlated to percent body fat, -0.158
(p=0.317).
Within-Day Energy Balance & Nutrient Intake
In order to compare WDEB with macronutrients, nutrient intake was expressed as
calories per kg. WDEB is the tracking of nutrient intake in real-time and with the proper
attribution to the energy state being experienced by the subject based on the timing of
their food consumption.
We found that CHO per kg was significantly correlated with hours anabolic (p=0.001)
(Table B2, Appendix B) and was inversely correlated with hours catabolic (p=0.001)
(Table B2, Appendix B). Carbohydrate intake per kg of body weight was the only
nutrient to be significantly correlated with the number of hours spent in optimum energy
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balance throughout the day (p=0.001) (Table B2). CHO per kg was also inversely
correlated to hours in a deficit (p=0.00) (Table B2).
End-Day Energy Balance & Body Composition
We calculated End-Day Energy Balance (EDEB) by subtracting “Energy Intake” less
“Energy Expenditure.” When energy balance was compared to body composition
markers (PBF, Lean Mass in kg, BMI, etc.) there was no significant outcome (Table 23).
This lack of a significant correlation between “calories in and calories out” and lean mass
shows that EDEB may not be a good marker for nutritional recommendations because it
does not take into account the timing or distribution of calories at each meal.
Table 23: End-Day Energy Balance & Body Composition
Body Fat
(%)
Energy
Balance

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Lean Mass
(kg)

Fat Mass
(kg)

BMI

-.153

.018

-.142

-.156

.333

.909

.370

.323

42

42

42

42

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Calories per Kilogram of Lean Mass & Body Composition
A more representative assessment of dietary intake would be calories per kg of lean body
weight. The ACSM uses calories per kg of lean mass to assess the risk of the female
athlete triad. We, therefore, assessed calories per kg of lean mass in order to more
accurately describe intake among the studied athletes.
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Table 24: Mean Calories per kg of Fat Free Mass

Mean
BMI

Std. Deviation

N

21.707

2.2655

42

Lean Mass (kg)

26.0974

3.44105

42

Fat Mass (kg)

12.5141

4.62531

42

Body Fat (%)

20.640

6.3768

42

kcalperkglean

70.5550

16.84923

42

The mean calories per kg of lean mass among the female athletes were 70.55kcal/kg of
FFM (SD 16.85). Correlation coefficients were then calculated for kcals per kg of FFM
and body composition markers.
Table 25: Calories per kg of Fat Free Mass & Body Composition
Lean Mass
Fat Mass
BMI
(kg)
(kg)
kcalperkglean Pearson
-.293
-.180
-.211
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.060
.253
.181
N
42
42
42
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Body Fat
(%)
-.166
.293
42

Calories per kg of FFM had an inverse relationship will BMI, Lean mass, Fat mass and
PBF. However, calories per kg of FFM mass and BMI was the only marginally
significant outcome at p=0.060.
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Menstrual Status and Calories per kg of Lean Mass
Self-reported menstrual status was obtained from 28 participants. They categorized
themselves according to the following scale, 0=No menses within the last 6 months or
longer, 1=Regular, menses occurring every 28 days (give or take a day), 2=Irregular,
menses occurring either less than every 28 days or greater than 28 days without
consistency.
Table 26: Subject Menstrual Status
Frequency Percent
Valid

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

0.00

3

7.1

11.1

11.1

1.00

13

31.0

48.1

59.3

2.00

11

26.2

40.7

100.0

27
15

64.3
35.7

100.0

Total
Missing System

* 0 = no period within the last 6 months, 1=regular menses offering every 28days, 2=Irregular
menses occurring without consistency.

Of the valid cases, 11.1% (3 athletes) reported no menses within the last 6 months, 48.1%
(13 athletes) reported having a regular menses, 40.7 (11 athletes) reported an irregular
menses (occurring without consistency). Three subjects reported a seasonal birth control
or hysterectomy and were precluded from this data.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
Discussion
The recommendations for macronutrients for the athletic population is 6-10 grams of
carbohydrate per kilogram of body weight per day, 1.2-1.7g of protein per kilogram of
body weight per day and fat should range from 20%-35% of total energy intake
(Rodriguez, et al., 2009). The actual mean macronutrient intake of the studied population
was 3.7g/kg of CHO, 1.73g/kg of protein and 27% of calories from fat. Therefore, based
on the recommendations of the ADA, ACSM and DC, this cohort of female athletes was
on average only consuming 46.9% of the recommended amount of CHO and they were
exceeding the recommended protein intake by 16% while their fat intake was
commensurate with the recommendations at 27% of total calories. It is evident that there
is a trend among active females to lower CHO intake and increase protein intake in order
to maintain weight or lose weight. We found, however, that there was a statistically
significant and inverse relationship between CHO intake per kg of body weight and
percent body fat. This finding is of particular interest in light of the prevalence of low
CHO diets for weight/fat loss and muscle hypertrophy. The finding that as dietary
carbohydrate intake increases (per kg of body weight), percent body fat decreases is
contrary to popular belief. This research confirmed the findings of Vinknes et al. (2011),
in regards to the inverse relationship of body composition and carbohydrate intake.
However, our study also found an inverse relationship between protein intake and percent
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body fat. The amount of protein consumed in grams was significantly correlated with
lean mass in kg. While this is not a major finding, the finding that the amount of protein
and CHO are both inversely associated with body fat percentage potentially demonstrates
that protein and carbohydrate may act similarly in the body. This finding may strengthen
the protein sparing attributes of CHO, as well as protein. If CHO is in low supply, there
appears to be a shift to utilize protein for ATP production. If an athlete consciously
increases dietary protein intake at the expense of CHO in order to enhance protein
synthesis, the additional protein may not be utilized for its intended purpose and could
instead compromise muscle growth and encourage fat storage.
When looking at total energy intake in this sample of female athletes, it is evident that the
majority of female athletes whether recreational or competitive are not meeting their
daily energy needs. This strengthens the findings of Mullinix et al. (2003) that female
athletes do not meet the energy needs to sustain their daily training load and furthermore
may participate in restrictive eating behaviors. While the mean BMI for this cohort of
female athletes was 21.7 which is well within the ‘healthy’ range for BMI, only nine of
the 42 women (21%) either met or exceeded their energy expenditure, or more simply
stated, 79% (n=33) of the female athletes in this study did not meet their daily energy
needs. The question now becomes “how healthy are these athletes?” They spent an
average of eighteen hours in a catabolic state, seven hours in a deficit greater than -400
kcal, and an average of five hours in an anabolic state over a 24-hour period. We found
that hours in an anabolic state was inversely related with percent body fat while hours
spent in an anabolic state were positively correlated with CHO intake. This finding may
be the key to better understanding how to administer calories over a 24-hour period in
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order to build muscle mass and decrease fat mass. Catabolic hours (hours in a deficit
between 0 and -400 calories) were positively correlated with body fat percentage possibly
demonstrating that the breaking down of lean mass or the utilization of dietary protein for
fuel may adversely affect body fat percentage. The most surprising finding that was not
statistically significant was that hours spent in a caloric deficit were not correlated at all
with body fat percentage. This lack of a relationship challenges the conventional wisdom
that the less you eat, the more fat you will burn thus lowering fat stores and decreasing
weight. The use of VLEDs or even acute caloric restriction may be an archaic
recommendation in light of the finding that there is no correlation between low energy
intake and lowered body fat percentage. This is further strengthened by the significant
and inverse relationship found between calories per kg and body fat percentage. This
finding supports studies by Vazquez et al. (1995), Nadeau et al. (2006), and Pasiakos et
al. (2010), that protein sparing is of the largest concern when using a very low energy
diet. It seems that drastic energy restriction may directly affect the integrity of lean mass
and may up-regulate triglycerides in the skeletal muscle thus causing higher body fat
percentages.

When looking at End Day Energy Balance and body composition, we also found that
‘calories in less calories out’ is not significantly correlated with lowered body fat
percentage. This adds fuel to the debate of prescribing a blanket number of calories per
day without any regard for the timing or delivery of those calories. Therefore, if an
athlete ends the day in EB (i.e., expends 2500kcal and consumes 2500kcal) this does not
take into account how and when the calories were delivered. An athlete could consume
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the 2500kcal in one or two meals which makes it nearly impossible for them to spend
time in an anabolic state which we found to be associated with lower body fat percentage.
Hours in optimal energy balance and body fat percentage showed an inverse relationship;
therefore, the more hours you spend in optimal energy balance, the lower the percent
body fat. These findings confirm that within-day energy balance is a concept that should
be employed in practice with athletes not only for its ability to deliver energy when most
needed, but also to produce favorable body composition outcomes. While the exact
composition of macronutrients continues to be debated, it is evident that the range of
intake that has been suggested is not being followed, as evidenced by only 21% of the
female athletes studied meeting the minimum recommendations for CHO and total
calories. More emphasis needs to be placed on the education of female athletes regarding
the delivery and quantity of nutrients, specifically carbohydrates, to combat a growing
plague of under eating, elevated body fat, and the potential to develop longer term
symptoms of the female athlete triad.
According to the ACSM, large energy deficits less than 30kcal per kg of fat free mass
(FFM) can also lead to greater risk of the female athlete triad (Nattiv, et al., 2007).
Citing the ACSM position paper, calorie restriction below 30kcal per kg of FFM leads to
the manifestation of markers for the female athlete triad - disordered eating, low bone
mineral density and functional hypothalamic amenorrhea. We found the mean calories
per kg of FFM of our study population to be 70.55kcal/kg of FFM. Of our 42
participants we had self-reported menstrual status data on 27 subjects and we found more
than half experienced irregular or non-existent menses while the remaining subjects
reported a regular menstrual cycle occurring approximately every 28 days. We found the
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range of calories per kg of FFM for those subjects that reported either no menses or an
irregular menses was between 57.7kcal/kg of FFM and 101.3kcal/kg of FFM. It seems
that the threshold of 30kcal/kg of FFM to begin to realize complications of the female
athlete triad may need to be re-examined. Our findings indicate that manifestations of the
female athlete triad may occur prior to this 30kcal/kg of FFM threshold.
It is evident based on our findings that additional research is required in order to further
solidify macronutrient recommendations for female athletes. Macronutrient composition
of the diet may be sensationalized by the media via celebrity endorsements or famed
health professionals touting a ‘quick fix’ approach to weight loss and/or improved body
composition. Female athletes tend to engage in restrictive eating behaviors even though
they have elevated energy expenditures. The concept of energy balance may be the best
avenue by which to reach female athletes rather than focusing solely on macronutrient
distribution. It might behoove nutrition professionals working with athletes to stress
energy balance rather than energy restriction in order to obtain the best possible
outcomes. Until a consensus is reached regarding energy intake and macronutrient
distribution in active females, more research is needed to further validate the findings that
carbohydrate intake and proper energy balance is crucial to lowered body fat percentage
and potentially greater body acceptance among female athletes.
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Conclusions
It is evident that the practice of carbohydrate restriction, whether done intentionally or as
a function of total energy restriction, seems to be a prevalent practice among active
females. It is apparent that dietary guidance or lack thereof may also play a role in
eating behaviors of female athletes. The multitude and prevalence of low CHO, high
protein diets has indoctrinated a vast majority of people into thinking protein is the
‘wonder nutrient’ while CHO is inferior and even harmful. Although the mechanism is
unknown, it seems based on our research that carbohydrate, when in optimal supply, may
exert a protein sparing effect and allow for the proper utilization of fuels by the body, but
more research is needed. Creating large energy deficits via exercise coupled with
lowered energy intakes may counteract fat utilization as evidenced by the lack of
correlation between hours spent in a deficit and body fat percentage. When looking at
within-day energy balance it should be noted that the delivery of the calories may be
more critical than the actual number of calories consumed. The counseling of athletes to
consume calories throughout the day in paced intervals rather than in bolus doses may
need to become the new standard of practice. When a doctor prescribes medicine to a
patient, the directions on the label are typically followed. It seems there needs to be a
shift in practice; nutrition professionals may consider prescribing diets like medicine,
dosing it every few hours based on anthropometric measures and metabolic demands. It
may also be critical to consider a shift in emphasis from total energy restriction for
weight and fat loss to a recommendation to encourage more hours spent in optimal
energy balance. Our findings support optimal or anabolic energy balance plays a role in
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improved body composition while hours in a deficit had no significant impact on body
composition.
The complications of the female athlete triad may also require further examination if it is
proven that menstrual status may be affected at a threshold greater than 30kcal/kg of fat
free mass. Additionally based on these findings, signs and symptoms of the triad may
encompass a broader range of indicators than once thought to included altered
macronutrient distribution, minor (200-300 kcal/day) chronic energy restriction, and
disordered energy balance. These slight alterations in the eating patterns of female
athletes could serve as diagnostic precursors that could aid in detection of the female
athlete triad. It is also important to better educate women on the dangers of the triad. It
seems some female athletes think not having a menstrual cycle is a sign of ‘fitness’ and
not a sign of endocrine dysfunction. It seems female athletes are being misinformed
about how diet, body composition, and energy expenditure are related. This lack of
knowledge among female athletes merits further research on larger populations to
strengthen the findings of the current study, and act as a means to more effectively
educate females in regards to CHO intake and energy balance.
Study Limitations
Self-reported data collected from the athletes may have led to under-reporting and/or misreporting of intake. Self-assessed RPE in regards to training and activity could also skew
energy expenditure thus leading to altered energy balance reporting via Nutritiming™.
The athlete’s knowledge of portion size, food measurement tools, and awareness of labels
and serving sizes could have skewed self-reported food intake amounts.
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The relatively small sample size and the lack of ethnic diversity may have impacted the
statistical significance of the outcomes. A larger population that was followed over a
longer period of time may show stronger correlations among the study variables. The use
of a team or teams of female athletes to potentially show trends within and/or between
populations of female athletes may also be ideal for additional research.
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Table B1: Correlation Matrix for Z-score Values
Zscore:
Body Fat ZBodyFat ZBodyFat ZBodyFA
(%)
HiLow
Categ
TLgCateg
Zscore: Body Fat Pearson
(%)
Correlation

.804**

.954**

.907**

.751**

.000

.000

.000

.000

42

42

42

42

42

.804**

1

.835**

.647**

.542**

.000

.000

.000

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
ZBodyFatHiLow

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

ZBodyFatCateg

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

ZBodyFATLgCat Pearson
eg
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Zscore: BMI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Carb (%)

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Carb (gm)

Pearson
Correlation

Zscore:
BMI

.000
42

42

42

42

42

.954**

.835**

1

.924**

.707**

.000

.000

.000

.000

42

42

42

42

42

.907**

.647**

.924**

1

.676**

.000

.000

.000

42

42

42

42

42

.751**

.542**

.707**

.676**

1

.000

.000

.000

.000

42

42

42

42

42

-.154

.074

-.047

-.138

-.375*

.324

.638

.764

.378

.013

42

42

42

42

42

-.102

-.068

-.056

-.144

-.058

.000
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Sig. (2-tailed)

.516

.665

.721

.357

.712

42

42

42

42

42

-.193

-.292

-.296

-.173

-.024

.216

.058

.054

.267

.878

42

42

42

42

42

-.234

-.397**

-.298

-.188

.133

.130

.008

.053

.228

.396

42

42

42

42

42

.362*

.163

.332*

.329*

.489**

.017

.296

.030

.031

.001

42

42

42

42

42

Pearson
Correlation

.248

.046

.208

.154

.455**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.109

.770

.181

.325

.002

42

42

42

42

42

-.192

-.244

-.181

-.141

-.249

.217

.115

.245

.366

.108

42

42

42

42

42

Pearson
Correlation

.210

.111

.168

.081

.278

Sig. (2-tailed)

.177

.477

.281

.604

.071

42

42

42

42

42

Pearson
Correlation

.101

.188

.107

.102

.129

Sig. (2-tailed)

.519

.227

.495

.513

.411

N
Prot (%)

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Prot (gm)

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Fat (%)

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Fat (gm)

N
Zscore: EB
Optimum (hr)

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Zscore: EB
Surplus>400 (hr)

N
Zscore: EB
Deficit<400 (hr)
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N
Zscore: EB
Surplus/Deficit

42

42

42

42

42

Pearson
Correlation

.068

-.012

.032

.032

.142

Sig. (2-tailed)

.665

.940

.837

.840

.361

42

42

42

42

42

-.093

-.199

-.129

-.196

-.141

.554

.201

.410

.208

.367

42

42

42

42

42

Pearson
Correlation

.093

.199

.129

.196

.141

Sig. (2-tailed)

.554

.201

.410

.208

.367

42

42

42

42

42

-.061

-.148

-.089

-.170

-.129

.697

.344

.572

.276

.409

42

42

42

42

42

N
Zscore: EB
Anabolic (hr)

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Zscore: EB
Catabolic (hr)

N
Zscore: EB
Anabol/Catabol

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
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Table B2: Within-Day Energy Balance & Macronutrients per kg of Body
Weight
choperkg Properkg fatperkg
EB Optimum (hr)

.509**

.194

.276

.001

.217

.077

42

42

42

Pearson Correlation

.223

.166

.452**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.156

.294

.003

42

42

42

-.555**

-.239

-.414**

.000

.127

.006

42

42

42

Pearson Correlation

.142

.300

.403**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.366

.054

.008

42

42

42

.508**

.290

.513**

.001

.062

.001

42

42

42

-.508**

-.290

-.513**

.001

.062

.001

42

42

42

.480**

.281

.445**

.001

.072

.003

42

42

42

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

EB Surplus>400 (hr)

N
EB Deficit<400 (hr)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

EB Surplus/Deficit

N
EB Anabolic (hr)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

EB Catabolic (hr)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

EB Anabol/Catabol

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Figure 1C: Participant Race/Ethnicity
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Figure 2C:: Participant Athlete Type

Competitive – Actively training for a competition or event as a part of a team or
club.
Fitness Professional – Personal or Group Trainer, Group Fitness Instructor
Recreational - A person who engages in a multitude of exercise formats, (i.e.
(
casual running, indoor cycling classes, aerobics classes, personal training, and
weight training)
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Figure 3C:: Particpants by Sport/Activity
Sport

